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Learning together with Respect, Friendship and Perseverance 
 

Dear Parents and Carers 
As we close in on the Christmas break I’m reflective of the term just passed. At the parent’s evenings many of you 
completed a ‘governor questionnaire’ and I’m grateful for your feedback. A summary of the responses will appear on the 
school website very soon. The overall feedback was broadly very positive and that is always pleasing to hear. However, as is 
the nature of this kind of feedback I dwell on the aspects that need to be improved and the comments made. Whilst it is not 
possible to respond to individual comments there are aspects that need further attention. Needless to say, that I was very 
interested in the response to the two questions relating to the governing body (see below).  
 
Last week Governors were in school as part of Governor Week. As governors we understand the privileged position we are 
in to be able to access the classroom and see our fantastic staff teaching and interact with the pupils. 
We want to recognise the excellent work staff and pupils are doing and understand the challenges that are being faced. I’ve 
received feedback from many of the governors already and the experience has been a really positive one and has helped 
provide the governors further insight into the demands on our teachers and children.  
 
With all that considered the reality is that my children are really excited about the upcoming events at the school (well at 
least one of them). Managing a long term, as the tiredness creeps in, is tough, and going to and from school in the dark 
must be wearing; they will need their well-earned rest (as well our dedicated staff). However, in these last few days of term 
I’m sure we will all make a final effort to go to the Christmas Fayre, wear a Christmas jumper and enjoy the Christmas 
performances.  

 
Have a wonderful and safe Christmas. 
Julian Easterbrook 
Chair of Governors 

Your Governors 
Julian Easterbrook (chair)(Foundation Governor) 

Carol Phillips (head teacher) 
Fiona Self  

Penny Fowler (Foundation Governor) 
Gaynor Cooper 

 

Kelly Neatham 
Alison Bardsley 

Mike Jones 
Gill Waite (Foundation Governor) 

Stuart Homer 
Wendy Copping (staff). 

There is one regular observer from the school staff Kerry Collins (Office Manager) and our clerk is Helen Roberts.  

 

GOVERNOR QUESTIONNAIRE 

Question Strongly agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree Don’t know 

Is the governing body effective? 35 42 4 0 18 

I know who makes up the 
governing body. 

42 29 9 0 18 

 
Speaking on behalf of my fellow governors please be reassured that they are all committed to Bampton Primary School. 
They all volunteered to become a governor, in the first instance, because they are passionate about Bampton Primary 
School and excited by the direction it is going in. Nearly all the governors have children or have had children educated at 
the school.  What makes the governors special is the fact that many of them commit additional time to the community we 
live in and contribute in other ways (e.g. involved with: the church, the parish council and hosting the occasional FOBS 
quiz!). One governor has actually been an Acting Headteacher for the school! 
Whilst we may seem hidden at times, we are here and dedicated to the cause! 
 

Please do contact Governors if you have any concerns or questions about the general direction of Bampton Primary School and our 
policies. Lots of you know who we are and you are welcome to approach us at the School gate or failing that please write to me (Julian 
Easterbrook) either via c/o the School office of by e-mail Governor@bampton.oxon.sch.uk. We cannot deal with issues about your own 
children – these should be taken up with the class teacher. 
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